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Abstract—Cell injection is a common biological method used in
procedures like in-vitro fertilization and targeted drug delivery.
Due to very fine movements and precision required in such procedures, they are prone to failure when done manually. Human
error can be reduced using the micro-robotic systems which
are controlled remotely using video feed from the microscope.
However, they also require training for learning of skills like
hand-eye coordination, depth perception and remote handling.
Training methods that require use of real cells like human oocytes
have ethical concerns and they lack evaluation of an operator’s
skill improvement. In order to overcome these issues, this paper
presents in detail a virtual reality training system for microrobotic cell injection systems. To the best of our knowledge,
no such commercial training system is currently available. With
regards to training, the two most significant features of the system
are its method of graduated training, having both basic exercises
as well as complete procedures and its performance evaluation
of the users. Another very important aspect of the system is its
genericity having been built with a target to provide training for
a set of commonly available micro-robotic cell injection systems.
Moreover, the system is built with a modular design in mind to
facilitate its reproducibility and extension.
Index Terms—virtual reality, cell injection, microinjection,
skills training

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cell injection [1] is a well-known procedure in cell biology
in which a hollow needle with a very fine tip, called the
micropipette, is inserted into a cell to deliver a precise amount
of substance. The substance is injected into the desired cell
generally by holding it with the help of a holding pipette
by a suction mechanism. Once the substance is injected the
injection pipette is removed from the cell. This system is
extensively used in targeted drug delivery to a single cell for
the treatment of diseases like cancer, Alzheimer, sickle cell
anemia and cystic fibrosis [2] etc. and in developing organs
like kidney, lungs and heart [3]. Some other common uses
are in the domains of toxicology and in cellular biological
research. However, the most common use of cell injection is
in-vitro fertilization to prepare transgenic animals and test tube
babies [2] [4].
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Fig. 1. Block Diagram of Manual Micro Injection System.

Due to microscopic nature of this procedure, it is usually
done using micromanipulators, which are capable of delivering
very fine movements. The entire procedure is carried out with
the help of a cell microinjection system [5]. In the broader perspective, cell microinjection systems fall into two categories:
manual and semi/fully automated [5]. Manual microinjection
systems as depicted in Figure 1, require intensive human
involvement as the operator uses mechanical systems to hold
and inject the specimen in a cell.
Due to the involvement of very fine movements, manual
procedure requires intensive training and the operators need
to have high skill levels and experience. Therefore, manual
microinjection by an operator is prone to errors and its
success rate is very low. There are several reasons for these
poor results, such as human fatigue, extensive time spent in
preparing a single sample, poor reproducibility of motions and
vibration and wobbling effect of hand motion.
Due to these reasons, a lot of research has been made
recently on micro-robotic systems to automate the procedure
[5], [6], [7], [8]. Several commercial and non-commercial
systems for semi-automatic micromanipulation exist. These

systems generally comprise of motorized micromanipulation
platforms installed alongside a microscope. The microscope
is thus manipulated using a controller by the operator while
looking at the video from the microscope on a display screen.
In order to learn, train and analyze basic cell injection procedures, many operators use artificial cells because practicing
on human oocyte has ethical concerns and potential risks [9].
To avoid the cost of artificial cells, the biologists can also be
trained using virtual reality systems e.g., [4], [10].that simulate
cell behavior and allow interactivity. Such training has a dual
advantage of avoiding cell damage and giving an evaluation of
the skills of a biologist based on some performance metrics.
However, the work done on developing simulators for cell
injection procedures is not widespread. On the other hand,
there has been a significant boost in the usage of virtual
reality in many related fields, like medicine and surgery, in
the past two decades. Recent studies have shown that Virtual
Reality (VR) training simulators are not only effective in
improving the learning curve for general surgical skills but also
for intricate skills, like suturing and cutting in laparoscopic
surgery [11], [12], [13] and laser treatment for eyes [14].
Considering these success, we argue that VR simulators can
also be quite beneficial in the domain of micro cell-injection.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no commercial product
currently available that can be used as a virtual reality trainer
for micromanipulation of cells.
In this paper, we present a generic virtual reality training
system for micro-robotic cell injection systems. This is a
complete training system as it not only consists of a single
simulation for a specific scenario, but also comprises of
multiple training exercises, which have been developed with
a progressive training model in mind, encompassing both
simple basic training exercises as well as advanced procedural exercises. The generality, considering the compatibility
with any micro-robotic cell injection system, is achieved by
employing interface mechanisms similar to those available in
most commercially available microinjection systems. Besides
that, the developed training system is modular with three major
modules i.e, mechanical, control and simulation. Both the
modular and generic approach to the simulator system makes
it a unique and an effective system for training in the microrobotic cell injection.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
gives an overview of the related work. Section III describes the
proposed system whereas Sections IV to VI give details about
its mechanical and electrical interfaces, respectively. Finally,
Section VII concludes the paper.
II. L ITERATURE R EVIEW
Some research has been carried out on such systems in the
past e.g., [4], [10], [15], [16]. Based on this research, the
major challenges in the development of such a simulator have
been identified as the requirements of simulating micro-level
precision and real-time rendering of deformation in cells. The
cell geometry and biomechanical properties (biomembrane,
cytoplasm, cytoskeleton) are especially of major importance

in this regard since these factors affect the amount of cell
deformation [9]. In case of surgical simulators, Finite Element Method (FEM) is the most commonly used method to
simulate deformation in cells. However, nonlinear hyperelastic
formulations have also been proposed and they have resulted
in better results even for large deformations [10]. The major
challenges in the modeling of cells are simulation of insertion
forces, latency in force changes and separation of different
forces [26].
Existing simulators approach the issue of biomechanical
modeling of cell in one of the three ways as categorized in [9].
The first kind of models use techniques based on the principles
of continuum mechanics. Such techniques are well-established
and widely used in modeling deformable structures. However,
one major drawback of these techniques is that they are
macroscopic and hence are not capable of accounting for all
the molecular deformations and interactions within the cell.
The second category of models is energy-based. These
methods consider the contributions of various cytoskeleton
structures to the overall energy budget of the cell during
contraction. Their basis lies on the percolation theory and
polymer physics models at large deformations. Their biggest
limitation is that their implementation requires the assumption
of large deformations of the cell.
The third type encompasses micro-structural techniques.
Such models assume that the mechanical response of living
cells is mainly determined by the cytoskeleton. Based on
this assumption, cytoskeleton is then modeled using some
structural model having a combination of elastic, non-elastic
or visco-elastic objects. Hence, they are only as accurate as the
correlation between the actual structure of cell and the models.
They also do not take into account the nonlinear behavior of
the cytoplasm during insertion.
Several schemes have been described in literature for modeling of cells. For instance, Ladjal et al. [10] proposes a nonlinear elastic mass-tensor model consisting of tetrahedral linear
elements to simulate biomechanical properties of cell. In this
formulation, the cell structure is modeled as a St VenantKirchhoff hyperelastic material. This brings non-linearity into
the simulation step calculation that can prevent the simulation
to be real-time. However, this problem has been solved by
adding an offline computation step. In offline computation,
the most time-consuming operations are carried out in a precalculation step.
Another approach, used in [10], suggests a modeling scheme
that takes into consideration multilayer structure of cells,
specifically oocytes. They have proposed a tensegrity model
coupled to a viscoelastic membrane to simulate layers, like
pellucida zona, biomembrane and cytoplasm cytoskeleton.
Tensegrity model entails a structure consisting of various
cross-linked and interlinked filamentous biopolymers extending from the center to cell surface. Here again, the simulation
has been divided into offline and online steps where offline
step handles more time consuming tasks allowed by the masstensor model.
Barreto et al. [27] provide a slightly different approach to

cell modeling. They have used discrete elements to model
cytoskeleton fibers and continuous elements to model continuum media. They have defined the shape of the cell as
a semi-ellipsoid in their modeling. The continuous structure is modeled using hexahedral elements with mechanical
properties assumed to be isotropic, homogeneous and elastic.
Discrete beam elements are used to simulate microtubules
structure initiating from a common node near nucleus. In their
proposed model, cell membrane was not considered due to its
insignificant impact on overall mechanical deformation.
In a recent study [25], cell modeling has been based on
the assumption that cellular membrane and actin cytoplasm
are the major contributors to cell stiffness in case of small
deformations. The behavior of other sub-cellular components
has been approximated as an incompressible fluid. The shape
of the cell is approximated to be semi-elliptic.
Another requirement for a VR simulator for biomicromanipulation systems is the human-machine interface
using which the trainee would interact with simulation running
on the computer. Ladjal et al. [15] have developed a realtime, haptics-enabled simulator that simulates cell deformation
for cell-centered indentation. Similarly, another such system
for biological cell injection is discussed in detail in [16].
Ladjal et al. 2013 [17] recently developed a further refined
version of their virtual reality simulator for the training of
personnel working on the manual cell injection systems. The
main methodology followed in this design is to first observe
the mechanical behavior and internal structure of oocytes.
This information is then used to generate the corresponding
CAD model, which can be used as a foundation to develop
a haptic feedback simulator. Another virtual reality simulator
has been developed by [4]. This training system caters for the
needs of a trainee including trainings for trajectory, accuracy
and injection force. However, this simulator provides force
feedback using the phantom Omni, which makes it quite
expensive and some what constrained for micro cell injection
process.
For a VR system to be used as a training system for micro
cell-injection process, its human-computer interface should
match the interface of the original system. However, most
commercially available systems today do not have haptics
integrated into their interfaces and are similar to each other
in the way their interfaces generally are.
III. S YSTEM OVERVIEW
The proposed Micro-robotic cell injection (MCI) simulator
system is depicted using a block diagram in Figure 2 and comprises of three main modules: Mechanical Interface, Controller
Circuit and Software Application. The Mechanical Interface is
required for the user to interact with the simulator. The Controller Circuit module is solely responsible for the interaction
and communication between the Mechanical Interface and the
computer where the Simulator application is executed. Figure
3 shows the complete working system.
The mechanical interface comprises of two input devices:
Micromanipulator Controller and Microinjector Controller

Fig. 2. Micromanipulator Cell Injection System Simulator Block Diagram

Fig. 3. VR Simulator for Micro-Robotic Cell Injection System

with the help of which the operator performs the virtual reality
based cell injection procedures in a simulated environment.
Micromanipulator Controller governs the position coordinates
of cell holding and cell injection/suction pipettes whereas the
Microinjector Controller manages the pressures of cell holding
and cell injection/suction pipettes.
The controller circuit continuously tracks the operator’s
hand movements and simultaneously updates the simulator in
real time in addition to providing necessary functionalities.
The main objective of this module is to sense the motion
for each allowed Degree of Freedom (DoF) and transmit this
information to the simulation software running on a PC using
a USB link. On the simulator side, the algorithm extracts the
position coordinates from the signal and maneuver the pipettes
in virtual reality, respectively.

Fig. 4. Mechanical interface of (a) Left: Micromanipulator Controller and
(b) Right: Microinjector Controller

The MCI simulator system uses four encoders, such that
three encoders are dedicated for the Micromanipulators position actuation and the fourth encoder is tracking the cell holding and cell Injection/Suction pipettes pressure control. The
movement of encoders are then logged by a microcontroller
and transferred to the computer via a full duplex communication protocol using the USB interface. These features are
handled by the Controller Circuit module of the system.
IV. M ECHANICAL I NTERFACE
A. Design
The mechanical interface module of this system is a device
through which the user (biologist) interacts with the simulated
environment. This mechanical interface has been developed
for the generic training in micro-robotic cell injection and
manipulation. This design uses the conventional knob systems
to invoke the familiarity with other daily use appliances, like
sound systems, microwave ovens, cars etc. Some of the major
advantages of using such manipulation system (knobs) include
the higher stability and control over the needle movement. The
design of this mechanical interface was conceived keeping in
view the commercially available micro manipulator controllers
and pads, like Scientificas Patch Star Micro Manipulator or
Micro Star Micromanipulator [18], Sutter Instruments Quad
or Trio [19] and Sensapax Micromanipulators [20] as mostly
all of them use knobs in their micromanipulator controllers.
Some micro-robotic systems also use joysticks instead of
knobs [2]. However, in such systems, the holding pipette is
usually held stationary and 5 DoF kinetic platform is used
for the injection pipette. But in the proposed system in this
paper, the usage of joystick is not favorable due to uncoupled
movement of both manipulators. Moreover joysticks are more
prone to human error due to excessive natural vibration in
human hand. It seems impossible to hold one joystick stable
and another in motion for a longer period of time.
This mechanical interface of the proposed system follows
a modular design, which can also be used without any modification for control of an actual micromanipulator built with
compatible communication protocol. Moreover, with this interface both left and right simulated pipettes can be controlled
by a single device. However, the pressure controller is used as

Fig. 5. Micromanipulator Controller Block Diagram

a separate module to avoid the chance of human error. Figure 4
shows both of these controllers of the proposed system.
B. Functionality
The mechanical interface of the proposed simulator consist
of two parts; i) Micromanipulator Controller ii) Microinjector
Controller as shown in figure 4.
1) Micromanipulator Controller is equipped with three
knobs. Each knob controls the motion in each of the X, Y
and Z axis. It also has a toggle switch button to shift the
control from left to right manipulator and vice versa.
2) Microinjector Controller is a sub part of Micromanipulator controller. The prime purpose of this module is to control
the negative and positive pressure with a knob in the simulated
pipettes. It can hold the required cell and inject into another
cell by providing the required negative or positive pressure.
V. C ONTROLLER C IRCUIT
The controller circuit is an imperative element and central
brain of the Micromanipulator / Microinjector controllers. It
provides a bridge between the mechanical interface and the
computer. It primarily gets the position coordinates directly
from the operator through electronic position knobs and other
inputs from selection buttons. It then processes the input commands and sends them to the simulator via a USB interface.
It also performs the communication and connectivity link
diagnosis check in order to ensure the stability and reliability
of the system connection.
Full duplex mode of communication is used in the proposed system as the signals flow from the micromanipulator
controller to simulator and from simulator to controller for
handshaking. Apart from providing the inputs to the simulator,
it also serves as a fault diagnostics system. Figures 5 and 6
represent the Micromanipulator and Microinjector controllers
block diagram. Some important aspects related to design and
implementation of the Controller Circuit module are discussed
in the subsections below.
A. Input and Sensing Module
Customized optical encoder based rotary knobs are preferred for the input controlling device for generating all motion
commands to maneuver the micromanipulator. The rotary

Fig. 6. Microinjector Controller Block Diagram

knobs can perform the following tasks: maneuver the micromanipulator platform in the XY plane (which corresponds to
XY motion of the pipette in virtual environment), injection
pipette translational movement in the z-axis and injecting the
predefined amount of substance inside the cell. These motion
sensing devices are directly connected to the controller interface module, which can comprehend the commands. Optical
incremental encoders are used for this purpose because of their
high precision and reliability due to their contactless nature
and compact size.
There are total six momentary buttons and one toggle
switch, i.e, menu, set, zero, home, up, down and changeover
button for explicit tasks. The buttons in conjunction with
the LCD display allows the operator to adjust the operating
parameters, like step size, speed and response time. The realtime manipulators position (x,y,z) and pressures can also be
seen on the display.
B. Controller Interface Module
It comprises of subsequent modules, like Noise Suppressor
Filters that eliminate any unwanted high frequency noise
spikes from sensitive signal lines caused by electromechanical
inductive loads. This can be achieved by deploying passive low
pass filter comprising of a resistor and a capacitor. The Dedicated Quadrature Decoding Chip decodes the encoder signal
and minimizes the computational effort of a microcontroller.
The microcontrollers are configured in the master and slave
topology and they are mainly used to get the positions from
encoders, process the data and send it to simulator. DeBouncing circuit filters out any de-bouncing effect which may
result due to button mechanical contacts and typically results
in multiple signals against a single push. The Schmitt trigger
circuitry in between the controller and the switches filters out
the unwanted and false signals. Universal Serial Bus (USB)
Bridge serves as a USB Bridge between PC USB port and
microcontroller Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter
(UART) port.
C. Simulator Interface Module Control Algorithm
The control algorithm, proposed for the simulator interface,
is an event based, interrupt driven algorithm which ensures
the real-time operation and eliminates any chance of missing
encoders pulses. The controller interface module comprises
of two master-slave microcontrollers. One of them acts as the

supervisory controller and the second one is the dedicated taskoriented microcontroller.
Supervisory controller sets all the crucial parameters, like
step size, operating parameters and interacts with the operator
through keypad and LCD. The dedicated controller works
as slave and its main purpose is to get position data from
the rotary encoders and after processing the data it transmits
the position coordinates and other crucial information to the
simulator.
Once the encoders provides the counts for each DoF,
they are fed into the control loop running on a dedicated
microcontroller with necessary interface for sensors. Both of
the microcontrollers run at a clock frequency of 18.4320
MHz. This particular frequency is pertained to minimize the
communication errors while communicating with a computer.
Apart from the computing encoders’ signal, the dedicated
controller board also performs the communication task. As
the operator hand movements fall in the range of a few Hz,
therefore, real-time requirements are met with the control loop
running in KHz range.
D. Simulator Customized Communication Protocol
In order to meet event based real-time performance with
a minimal 1 kHz update rate of the control loop, an asynchronous single character based communication is used in the
proposed system. Any form of communication or data exchange is carried out by single characters. Both the transmitter
and receiver know the meaning of these single character based
code and thus the message is exchanged in an optimal manner.
In the connectivity check, the transmitter continues to retransmit the character unless an acknowledgement is received
from the receiver until a finite number of times otherwise
a connectivity failure is reported at the simulator. The data
mostly flows from the Interface Device to the Simulator.
As soon as the absolute values are calculated by the control
algorithm, they are sent to the simulator serially via a universal
serial bus. A custom communication protocol is implemented
on both sides (Interface Device and Simulator) for compatibility and reliable data exchange. The data being received at
the Simulator port generates an interrupt after which it is read
and translated into the corresponding motion to perform the
task in a controlled fashion. For data transmission, a baud rate
of 230.4kb/s is selected and to transmit one character serially
10bits (start 1 bit + data 8 bit + stop 1 bit) are required. The
maximum character transmission frequency is calculated as
23040 characters per seconds with the baud rate of 230.4kb/s.
The data being received at the PC port generates an interrupt
after which it is read and translated into the corresponding
motion of the virtual instrument in the simulated environment.
VI. S IMULATOR A PPLICATION
The simulator application is developed with a graduated
training model in mind in the proposed simulator. The simulator offers two levels of training, namely Basic Skills Training
and Advanced Procedural Training. Such competency-based
training is often used in other VR training simulators, like

those used in laparoscopy [21] [22] and have been proven to
be very effective.
For adding physics in the virtual scenes, we have used an
open-source framework called Simulation Open Framework
Architecture (SOFA) [23]. SOFA is a modular scene graph
based library that allows simulation scenarios to be developed
using hierarchical graphs [24]. It provides flexibility in the
modeling of a specific scene due to its multi-model implementation. This essentially implies that each aspect of the
simulation, like mass, topology, constraints etc. is available
in the form of a component of a scene graph. This gives the
possibility to each component of being replaced with another
component of the same type without modifying any of the
other components in the scene graph.
The Simulator application comprises of five independent
modules that communicate with each other: (i) Simulation
Core (ii) Graphical User Interface (GUI) (iii) Database (iv)
Communication Protocol and (v) Performance Evaluation. The
Simulation Core is mainly responsible for displaying a specific
scenario in a virtual environment. The GUI module offers different screens to a user for functions, like creating an account,
logging in, exercise selection and performance review. The
Database module is responsible for storing records for each
user, whereas the Communication protocol module is the one
which translates user’s actions transferred by the Controller
Circuit to the motions/pressure of pipettes in a simulation.
Lastly, the Performance evaluation module is responsible for
evaluating a user’s performance for each exercise.
The following subsections describe the most important
aspects of the software application with respect to the development of a training simulator for micro-robotic cell injection.
A. Pipette modeling
Injection pipette is the most basic object in any cell injection
training. Injection pipette is modeled as a rigid object in the
proposed simulator. Injector can be modeled using a normal
rigid object with multiple points defined on the surface, which
can be included in collision detection calculations. However,
researchers have used different approaches to model the tool
based on the trade-off between real-time and model accuracy.
For instance, Ladjal et al. [10] have used a point based
representation for the pipette injector. Contrary to that, Tartibi
et al. [25] have used a spherical glass model to simulate their
indentor.
We have used a hybrid approach for defining regions for
collision detection. Essentially the tip of the pipette is modeled
as a small sphere to allow for a reasonable impact with the
microobjects in a simulation. The extended arm of the injection
pipette on the other hand is modeled with a long rectangle
having a coarse mesh (small number of triangles for triangletriangle intersection testing). Adding a coarse mesh to the
extended arm enables its interaction with objects other than
those located near the tip without slowing down the simulation.
The holding pipette is also modeled as a rigid object with
a coarse mesh used for collision detection. There is no need

Fig. 7. Basic Exercise for Injector handling in the proposed VR system

to have a sphere at the tip in this case because it is only used
for suction of a microobject and not indentation.
B. Biomechanical modeling of cell
Biomechanical modeling of cells is the biggest challenge
in development of a cell injection simulation. This is also
the most important part of a simulation since only a realistic
modeling can guarantee an effective training.
For modeling oocyte in Intra-Cytoplasmic Sperm Injection
(ICSI) simulation in our VR trainer, we have used a relatively
simpler approach. We have identified zona pellucida, the cytoplasm and the nucleus as the three most significant structures
and modeled them separately. Each of these structures is
modeled as an isotropic, homogeneous and an elastic object
using mass spring systems. The use of mass spring systems
was found to be advantageous in this case because in reality
all these structures are very uniform and can be modeled
with a relatively regular mesh, which works well with mass
springs giving excellent real-time performance. Moreover, due
to very small forces involved in the whole procedure, there is
no issue of instability of the mass spring system under large
forces. However, there is an obvious drawback to this type
of modeling in the sense that the material properties cannot
be directly mapped into this model thereby requiring some
approximations and user feedback to mimic real cell behavior
as accurately as possible.
C. Basic Skills Training Module
Some of the basic skills needed to master by an operator for
a successful cell injection procedure using a semi automated
system are injection trajectory, penetration accuracy and the
amount of force exerted [4]. One of the best ways to train a
user in these skills is to use a competency-based training where
the user is first trained and judged only on these skills before
moving onto the complete cell injection training scenarios. Our
simulator is based on this principle and includes four basic
skill training exercises. Brief description of these exercises is
given below.
1) Injector Handling Exercise: This exercise trains the user
to handle the injection pipette effectively. The user is shown
a single spherical object at a time as shown in Figure 7 and

Fig. 8. Basic Exercise for Injector Positioning Training in the proposed VR
system

Fig. 10. Advanced Exercise for ICSI Procedure in the proposed VR system

D. Advanced Training Module

Fig. 9. Basic Exercise for Micro Object handling in the proposed VR system

is required to move the pipette to the position of that object.
The process is repeated five times and every time the object
is located at a different location than the previous one.
2) Injector Positioning Exercise: In this exercise, the user
is trained to position the injection pipette to a desired position.
The user is presented with multiple spherical objects with one
of them highlighted as illustrated in Figure 8. The user is then
required to move and position the pipette at the center of the
highlighted object. This process is repeated five times with a
different object highlighted each time.
3) MicroObject Handling Exercise: In this exercise, the
user is required to move the micro-objects using the pipette to
the targeted position. The user is presented with four objects
located at four different positions. One of them is highlighted
in red at a time with a target basket nearby where the user
is required to move the object using the injection pipette as
shown in Figure 9. This exercise trains the user to effectively
move the objects in the path without damaging them.
4) Penetration Training: In this exercise, the user is evaluated on the basis of the force applied to the targeted object
during penetration. The user is presented with a cell-like single
layer structure and is required to penetrate it using injection
pipette without applying excessive force.

The advanced Training Module trains the users who have
passed the basic skills exercises on complete cell injection
procedures. Currently, our system includes two advanced exercises, the details of which are given below.
1) Intracytoplasmic Sperm Injection (ICSI): This is the
most common procedure amongst the cell injection procedures
used for in-vitro fertilization. In this procedure, the oocyte is
injected with a sperm using injection pipette. The oocyte is
held by a holding pipette before being injected by the sample.
Figure 10 shows the exercise developed for this simulation.
2) Suspended cell Injection: This is a scenario where the
user has a sample with multiple suspended cells under microscope and has to inject the required substance in multiple cells
one by one. This is a complete procedure that requires correct
positioning, accuracy and injection force of the injection
pipette.
E. Performance Evaluation
The most important and useful aspect of any VR training
system is the availability of an evaluation method for a
user’s skills. Based on the skills identified earlier we have
used the following five important metrics to evaluate a users
performance.
1) Time is the most basic metric to evaluate a users
performance. It gives an idea of the expertness of a user to
perform a given task and can be used with other metrics to
get a complete outlook on the performance.
2) Path length effectively refers to the distance travelled by
the injection pipette during the performance of a simulation
exercise. A large path length essentially implies that a user is
not as familiar with the system as an expert would be.
3) Positioning accuracy is an important metric in order to
train the user to penetrate the cells at the correct location. In
order to calculate this metric, a small cubic region of interest
(ROI) is defined on the surface of the injected object that has
the desired position. The user accuracy is judged based on the
fact that how closely he/she stays within this ROI and touches
the desired position while making contact.

4) Handling precision is a measure of how precisely the
injection pipette is controlled by the user. Any extraneous
movement in an undesired trajctory results in a lower handling
precision.
5) Penetration force is one of the most important metrics
and as the name suggests this evaluates the amount of force
exerted on a cell during penetration by the injection pipette.
An optimum force is required to effectively penetrate the cell.
Force less or greater than this optimum both result in a failed
injection.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have presented a complete virtual reality
training system for micro-robotic cell injection systems. The
system is built following the principle of graduated training
and includes multiple training exercises ranging from basic
skills training to complete procedural training. The system is
built with a target to provide training for commonly available
micro-robotic cell injection systems. The paper describes
the complete system including the custom-built mechanical
interface, its controller circuit and the simulator application.
Some of the things to be considered for future include adding
more training exercises to cover more skills as well as a
larger set of complete procedures. Moreover, more effective
evaluation metrics can be defined to better evaluate the performance of a user. Another important aspect would be to
develop various validity checks for the system to confirm its
effectiveness in improving skills of an operator.
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